In this paper, we show that strictly singular operators are condensing maps. Moreover, we obtain a new result that every bounded linear operator T on a Banach space that commutes with a nonzero strictly singular operator S has a non-trivial invariant closed subspace.
Introduction
The famous problem that has challenged mathematicians for many years is whether every bounded linear operator on a Banach space has a non-trivial closed invariant subspace. Except for a few special classes of operators (such as the self-adjoint operators on a Hubert space), it was unsolved for general Banach spaces until 1954, when N. Aronszajn and K. Smith proved that every compact operator has a non-trivial closed subspace. Twelve years later, A. Bernstein and A. Robinson, using the method of nonstandard analysis, extended this result to an operator T such that p(T) is compact for some nonzero polynomial pit). Still later on, in 1973, V. I. Lomonosov published a remarkable generalization of the Bernstein-Robinson Theorem (see [2] ). In this paper, we use the method of non-linear functional analysis to extend this result to an operator T commuting with a strictly singular operator S.
We denote the set of all linear bounded operators from a normed space X to a normed space Y by BiX, Y), the set of all strictly singular operators by SiX ,X) (see [4] ), the set of all elements of BiX ,X) commuting with an operator B by LlB , the convex hull of a set A by coiA), and the closure of A by A . x e A -B means x e A and x £ B .
Let us begin with some concepts and properties that we shall meet in this paper. Most of them are well known and a few unfamiliar ones are referred to [3, yiA) is called the measure of noncompactness of A, and it has the following properties:
1. yiA) = 0 iff A is a compact set; 2. for each scalar t, y it A) = \t\yiA) ; y(Ä) = y(^), ?(co(^)) = yiA) ; 3. for arbitrary bounded subsets A, B of X, yiA+B) < yiA)+yiB), yiAuB) = max(y(¿), yiB)), and yiA) < yiB) if ¿ c B.
Further, let X, Y be metric spaces, and F : X -> Y be a bounded continuous map. We call F a condensing map if yiFiA)) < yiA) for each bounded subset of X with yiA) / 0. We call a bounded linear operator T: X -> 7 strictly singular if the restriction of T to any infinite-dimensional subspace of X is not an isomorphism (see [4] ).
According to [3, Theorem 16 .12], we have the following fact: Let X be a Banach space and A an open subset of X. Let F : A -♦ X be a continuous bounded map satisfying the following conditions:
(i) There is x0 G A such that F(x) -xQ^ a(x-x0) for each x edA and a > 1 ;
(ii) F is a condensing map. Then F has at least one fixed point x e A .
2. Main result Lemma 1. Let B be the balanced hull of A ; then yiB) = yiA).
Proof. Since B = \J,,<xizA),
for each e > 0, we can find z,, ... ,zn such that, for \z\ < 1 , there is z( satisfying \z -z.\ < s . Put £>, = {z: |z|< 1, |z-z,|<e}. Then J-f (J (zA) < y(z¡A) + syiA) < yiA) + eyiA), and B = UlxiUz€D¡izA)). So yiB) = max{y(Uze0/M)), /= 1, ...,«} < y(/i) + ey(/i), that is, y(ß) < yiA). Clearly, yiA) < yiB); thus we have yiB) = }>(/!). (i) T is a one to one map and there is a constant C > 0 such that yiTiD)) > CyiD) for each bounded subset D of X .
(ii) T: X -► Y is an isomorphism.
Proof, (i) => (ii). Assume that T is not an isomorphism.
There is a sequence in Sr, the closed unit sphere in X, such that lim II Tx 11 = 0. We see that Tx }°° , is not a compact set. In fact, if there is x0 G Sx such that xn -♦ x0 , we would have ||rx0|| = lim \\Txn || = 0, which is contrary to the assumption. Therefore 7({*"d) í 0. However, {Txn}™={ is a compact set and so yi{Txn}™=x) = 0. This again is contrary to the assumption. Further, yiD-{x}) < y(r(Z)-{x})) and yiD-{x}) ¿ 0, since y(D-{x}) = 7(D). We put W = {V:DX eVcD,yiTiV))>yiV)}.
Clearly, W is nonempty. We define a partial order relation on W as follows: For Vx , V2 e W, Vx < V2 iff Vx D V2 properly.
For any totally ordered nonempty subset M of W , put VQ = f|"eM ^ • We assert that VQ is an upper bound of M. Actually, we have infv€M y(TV) > yiTV0), infveMyiV) > 7(K0), and infv€MyiTV) > MveMyiV).
We need only to show yiTVQ) = infv€MyiTV). In fact, if otherwise, we let e0 = MveM-yiTV)-y(TV0) > 0. Then we have y(r(K-K0)) > yiTV0) + e0 > e0 for all V e M. Since M / 0 and is totally ordered, so is the set {TiV -VQ): V e M}. It follows that yi(\BMiTiV -VQ))) + 0 since yiTiV -V0)) > e0 for all V e M. By the assumption (i), Ç\v€M(T(V -VQ)) = T(f]v€M(V -V0)) = 0, which is impossible; i.e. y(TVQ) = infveMyiTV). It follows that yiTV0) > yiV0). So V0 is an upper bound of M . By Zorn's Lemma, there exists a maximal element D0 in W. We see that D0 = Dx. Otherwise, there would be an x eD0-Dx, and D0 -{x} e W . This is contrary to the maximality of D0 in W . Proof. Assume that diam T ' (0) = +00. Then the closed unit sphere in r_1(0) is not totally bounded, and we can find an infinite sequence {x^}^, in this sphere contained in T~ (0) which has no Cauchy subsequence, and hence {xj~, is not compact. Then y({xn}~,) ^ 0, but y({Txn}™=x) = 0. This is contrary to the assumption. Theorem 1. Let X be a Banach space and T e BiX,X). Then T e SiX,X) implies that T is a condensing map.
Proof. Suppose T is not condensing; there would be a bounded subset D of X with yiD) ^ 0, such that yiTD) > y(D). We may choose a subset of D, say Dx , such that y(Dx) ^ 0, yiTDx) > y(Dx) and Tx / Ty for all x, y e Dx when x ^ y.
Let A be the absolutely convex hull of Z>, U {0} ; then A satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3. Since A is an absolutely convex neighborhood in Z = span(^), then for each bounded subset G of Z , there exists a constant À > 0 such that XÄdG. It follows that y(TG) > 7(G) from Lemma 3 and yiTiXÄ)) > yiXÄ).
We put T, = T\z , the restriction of T to Z . Since G is arbitrary, we see that dim T~ (0) < +00 by Lemma 4. There is a closed subspace Z1 of Z, that is complementary to T~ (0), i.e. Z = Tx (0) © Z¡ . Thus T|z = Tx\z is injective. Therefore, T\z is an isomorphism by Lemma 2. This is contrary to the fact that T is a strictly singular operator. Theorem 2. Let T belong to BiX,X) and commute with a nonzero element S of SiX ,X). If {iXTx} is dense in X for each nonzero element x of X, there exists an element TQ of iiT such that 1 is an eigenvalue of TQS.
Proof. Since S ± 0, we may choose x0 e X with 3 = \\Sx0\\ -\\S\\ > 0. Let G -{x: \\x -x0|| < 1}, and G = {x: ||x -x0|| < 1}. We have then \\Sx\\ > 0 for all x e G. By the assumption {UTy} is dense in X for all y e SG. Hence there is a T' e iiT such that \\Ty -x0|| < 1 . Let ey = il-\\Tyy-x0\\)/\\Ty\\>0.
Then \\Tyz -x0|| < 1 for all z in Oiy,ey), where Oiy,ey) = {z:\\y-z\\<ey}. where all E are one-dimensional Euclidean spaces.
For each x e G{, fJSx) = 0 for all but finitely many y, say yx, ... ,yn, such that fy.iSx) ^ 0, i = I, ... ,n . For arbitrary e > 0, we put [y€SG J = max{7(Glj) + 2Ce:; = 1, ... ,m} <y(G1) + 2Ce.
By the arbitrariness ofe, we have yi<piGx)) < yiGx) when y(G,) ^ 0. We get a fixed point x of y/ in G, that is ^(x) = x. Let T0 = ¿Zy€SçfyiSx)Ty ; then r" e ilj.. Clearly, 1 is an eigenvalue of T0S.
Theorem 3. Let T belong to BiX, X) and T ^ ai. If T commutes with a nonzero strictly singular operator S, then there is a nontrivial closed subspace of X that is invariant under each operator in Ur.
The proof of this theorem is completely similar to that of Lomonosov's Theorem and is omitted here.
